MONITORING FINANCIALS
CORNE KOPPELAAR

POSITIVE ENERGY
Re:New is the award-winning programme to help make London’s homes more energy efficient,
co-funded by the EU Commission.
In late 2016; they released a report which aimed to demonstrate the management cost savings
which could be achieved by investing in the energy performance of homes.
In recent years, a number of policy and funding changes have added to the pressure on social
landlords’ budgets. This has created tough decisions, with investment largely directed to where
it is seen as resulting in direct benefits or savings to the organisation. To date, despite anecdotal
evidence to the contrary, retrofit has been seen as securing social and environmental, rather
than financial, outcomes.

DATA USED FOR FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT DREEAM
The main data set was obtained from a leading housing association and showed a direct
correlation between investing in energy efficiency measures/renewable technologies and
tangible cost savings. Alongside these cost savings, we were able to address fuel poverty, ensure
that homes are comfortable and affordable, and cut CO2.
In this research project, several variables were investigated; these included dwelling
characteristics, household composition, age of tenant, energy performance, tenancy
information and housing benefit status. However the main cost variables were:
• Repairs
• Customer contacts
• Voids
• Rent arrears
• Complaints

METHODOLOGY DREEAM PROJECT PADIHAM

• Performance before intervention
• Performance after intervention
• From the tenants´ perspective

• From the housing associations´ perspective

RESULTS IMPORTANT TO TENANTS

• Comfort
• Health

• Energy bills

RESULTS IMPORTANT TO HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS

• Maintenance (repairs)
• Management (complaints, customer contacts)
• Voids/bad debts/rent arreas
• Customer satisfaction
• Financial results

RECORD CHANGES BEFORE (BELOW) AND AFTER
(CURRENTLY MONITORED)
Item

Number

Associated costs

Repairs

379 responsive repairs

£ 37.000

Customer contacts

499 work orders (2 contacts per
work order)

£ 4 per contact

Voids

£ 45.000

Void repairs

18 or 14.28% of the estate

£ 25.000

Rent arrears

4.75% current tenant arrears

£ 500 per arrear

Complaints

1 expression of dissatisfaction

No costs

Total management costs

1 year (April 2015-March 2016)

£ 111.000

RESPONSIVE REPAIRS (BEFORE INTERVENTION)
• 86 damp related (ventilation?)
• 16 damp inspections

• 10 brickwork
• 84 roof

• 42 heating
• 47 electrical heat

• 1 cilinder
• 5 shower installations

• 88 window related

BEFORE/AFTER COMPARISON

• How many incidents before and after
intervention?
• Cost of incidents before and after?
• Balance is a gain or a los!!!

ONCE WE KNOW THE IMPACT WE MAY USE THE
OUTCOMES IN INVESTMENT CALCULATIONS
• Run different calculation scenarios
• One traditional investment

• An investment with EE features
• Change the parameters in Net
Present Value calculations
• See whether the changed
investment calculation allows for
investments in Energy Efficiency

THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
Stock Condition Data
Good quality data is key to driving the Asset Investment Strategy and
delivering effective programmes. The comprehensive stock condition
survey and the rolling programme of validation surveys provides a
strong baseline in order to plan and deliver the major investment
programmes.

HOW TO SELECT THE ESTATES WHERE TO INVEST
PIMSS 4 Communities (P4C) is PfP´s stock condition database
The system is used to provide:
• Stock Condition data
• Real time information in relation to the Decent Homes programme
• Details of the Major Works Contracts which automatically reset the asset register upon
completion of works
• Energy Performance information (e.g. SAP rating)
• Asbestos, Fire Risk Assessment and other Health and Safety and compliance survey
information
• Property, Block and Estate Survey details
• Investment Planning and data modelling
• Reporting and linkages with other Group systems

INVESTMENT PRIORITISATION

NEIGHBOURHOOD STRATEGY
The Neighbourhood Strategy is focused upon the delivery of sustainable
neighbourhoods. It is based upon an end to end process which includes

• Regular performance monitoring via the neighbourhood Dashboard
• An Annual Assessment of all the Group’s neighbourhoods with over 20 units
• The banding of neighbourhoods which drives continuous improvement and
leads to the delivery of the appropriate interventions in underperforming
areas (i.e. Neighbourhood Planning and Option Appraisal)

NEIGHBOURHOOD PROGRESS
• Progress is measured via a small number of high level indicators
which include customer satisfaction, demand for homes, financial
viability of the neighbourhood and the economic activity levels of
customers. The Surplus per Property indicator provides a simple
measure of all income and all expenditure at a neighbourhood
level which enables financial performance to be effectively
measured and neighbourhoods banded based upon profitability

RANKING OF ESTATES
Red - financially under-performing / problematic neighbourhoods
where there is a question regarding the area’s medium to long
term sustainability and there is a need for a detailed Option
Appraisal to determine the future approach (for example remodelling, disposal, etc.)
Amber
financially
under-performing
/
problematic
neighbourhoods but where the Group has a long-term
commitment and improvement is deliverable and sustainable.
Green - generally performing well and requiring continuous
improvement rather than major intervention.

ASSET INVESTMENT STRATEGY
a. Net present value (NPV) expresses the existing cash value of an individual
property, block or neighbourhood based on long term (30 year) assumptions
about cash flows (income and spend) and the investment required (based on
property condition surveys) to keep those cash flows going.
b. Return on Investment (ROI) is the return generated by any specific property
investment, generally expressed as a percentage of the cash invested.

INVESTMENT PROGRAMMES
The asset investment strategy ensures effective delivery of investment across the stock by:

• Delivering works packages which prioritise the replacement of building components and
groups these together logically to maximise value for money
• Ensuring the appropriate balance is achieved between using internal and external contractors

• Delivering the works packages at a Neighbourhood level rather than pepper-potted
investment to individual properties
• Alignment with other works including compliance and cyclical decorating programmes.
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

£77.6m

£73.2m

£73.2m

£74.7m

£76.2m

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
The asset investment strategy aims to
continuously
improve
the
customers
experience as well as targeting investment to
sustain tenancies and neighbourhoods. This
approach involves aligning investment
programmes (i.e. affordable warmth, cyclical
and compliance services etc,) at a
neighbourhood level to maximise impact upon
local communities and customers.

RESOURCES
PfP´s approach to asset investment is based upon a two year confirmed programme alongside a
broader 5 year planning cycle supported by a high level 30 year investment profile which
supports the internal landlords function to deliver longer term tenancy management
approaches as well as facilitating effective customer communications.
Investment is reviewed annually and incorporates an analysis of the volume of responsive,
communal and gas repairs undertaken over the previous three years. This enables the budgets
to be calculated based upon known volumes. Over the last three years repair demand has
reduced by over 20% as we have reviewed the repairs that we are responsible for and where
customers should take responsibility. The proactive approach undertaken as part of the Asset
Investment Strategy aims to reduce the level of responsive repairs as the data analysis enables
planned and programmed works to be undertaken.

DELIVERY MODEL
The Property Services Client (PSC) is
responsible for providing an effective
investment
planning,
performance
monitoring,
compliance
and
contract
management service for the Group's annual
asset investment programme. The PSC leads
on setting the annual budget, procuring and
commissioning major works, cyclical works,
planned works, and compliance servicing,
responsive, communal and void repairs.

